Parish Councils Briefing
Winteringham Ings to South Ferriby Flood Alleviation Scheme

June 2020

Minor Material Amendment to Planning Permission PA/2018/2324

Full planning permission was granted by North Lincolnshire Council for the Winteringham Ings to
South Ferriby Flood Alleviation Scheme in spring 2019. There were several objections received
concerning the potential need for 30 weeks of road closure over the duration of the project as
described in the approved planning application: this has now been reduced to no more than seven (7)
days in total. We will appreciate it you can draw your parishioners attention to this change.
We have prepared a presentation to detail these change, which can be found at
https://www.southferribyparishcouncil.gov.uk/flood-defences/
Brief Summary of changes
The planning approval includes the provision demountable barriers at the crossing of the defence with
Sluice Road (A1077) at 3 locations: either side of the River Ancholme and west of CEMEX.
A revised solution is now proposed which removes the need for barriers either side of the River
Ancholme; instead, existing walls will be strengthened north of the A1077 with barriers provided on
the lock side to reduce the risk of floodwater reaching the highway.
West of CEMEX the proposal is to change the solution from a demountable defence to a flood gate.
This reduces the duration of required road closures and means that in the long term the flood defence
can be deployed and removed much more quickly. To facilitate this change a minor material
amendment was submitted on 22/05/2020 to North Lincolnshire Council. Discussions are ongoing for
the planning implications of the change to the barriers around the Ancholme.
Given that these changes will significantly reduce disruption to the A1077 during construction and
operation of the flood defences, we would be grateful for your support for the amendments.
If you require any further information or want to ask questions please contact us at FerribyFAS@
@environment-agency.gov.uk.
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